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BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy, Op. 16 
William Lincer, Violist 

New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor 

Side I 
I—Harold in the Mountains 
II—March of the Pilgrims 
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Side 2 

III—Serenade 

BERLIOZ ON HAROLD IN ITALY 
The Symphonie fantastique again figured in the program [of a 

concert of Berlioz’ music, given in December, 1833] and took the 
whole room by storm,. being applauded throughout. My success 
was complete, and the former judgment on me was reversed. My 
musicians ... looked radiant with delight as they left the orches- 
tra. Lastly, my happiness was crowned when the public had all 
gone, and a man stopped me in the passage—a man with long 
hair, piercing eyes, a strange and haggard face—a genius, a Titan 
among the giants, whom I had never seen before, and at first 
sight of whom I was deeply moved; this man pressed my hand, 
and overwhelmed me with burning eulogies that sé: both my 
heart and brain on fire. It was Paganini. From that day date my 
relations with that great artist, who exercised such a happy influ- 
ence upon my destiny.... 

Some weeks after the triumphant concert which I have just 
described, Paganini came to see me. 

“I have a wonderful viola,” said he, “an admirable Stradivari, 
and should greatly like to play it in public. But I have no music 
for it. Would you write me a solo? I have no confidence in anyone 
but you for such a work.” | 
“Certainly,” I answered: “I am more flattered than I can say; 

but in order to fulfill your expectation, and make a composition 
sufficiently brilliant to suit such a virtuoso as yourself, I ought to 
be able to play the viola, and this I cannot do. It seems to me that 
you alone can solve the problem.” 

“No,” replied Paganini; “you will succeed. I insist. As for me, 
I am too unwell at present to compose. I could not think of such a 
thing.” 

In order to please the illustrious virtuoso, then, I endeavoured 
to write a solo for the viola, but so combined with the orchestra 
as not to diminish the importance of the latter, feeling sure that 
Paganini’s incomparable execution would enable him to give the 
solo instrument all its due prominence. The proposition was a 
new one. A happy idea soon occurred to me, and I became intensely 
eager to carry it out. 

No sooner was the first movement written than Paganini 
wished to see it. At sight of the rests, however, in the viola part 
in the Allegro, “That is not at all what I want,” cried he. “I am 
silent a great deal too long. I must be playing the whole time.” 
“That is exactly what I said,” I answered. “What you really 
want is a concerto for the viola, and you are the only man who 
can write it.” 

To this he made no reply, but seemed disappointed, and left me 
without any further remarks. A few days afterwards, being already 
a sufferer from that throat affection which was ultimately to 
prove fatal to him, he went to Nice, and did not return till three 
years later.* 

*When Paganini returned to Paris and attended a performance of Harold in 
Italy (December 16, 1838) conducted by Berlioz, he was overwhelmed. He 

IV—Orgy of the Brigands 

Finding that the plan of my composition did not suit him, I 
applied myself to carrying it out in another way, and without 
troubling myself any further as to how the solo part should be 
brought into brilliant relief. I conceived the idea of writing a 
series of scenes for the orchestra, in which the viola should find 
itself mixed up, like a person more or less in action, always pre- 
serving his own individuality. The background I formed from my 
recollections of my wanderings in the Abruzzi, introducing the: 
viola as a sort of melancholy dreamer, in the style of Byron’s 
Childe Harold. Hence the title of the symphony, Harold in Italy. 
As in the Symphonie fantastique, one principal theme (the first 
strain of the viola) is reproduced throughout the work, but with | 
this difference, that in the Symphonie fantastique the theme—the 
idée fixe—obtrudes itself obstinately, like a passionately episodic 
figure, into scenes wholly foreign to it, whilst Harold’s strain is 
super-added to the other orchestral strains, with which it con- 
trasts both in movement and character, without hindering their 
development. Notwithstanding its complicated harmonic tissue, 
I-took as little time to compose this symphony as I usually did 
to write my other works, though I employed considerable labour 
in retouching it. In the Pilgrims’ March, which I improvised in a 
couple of hours one evening over my fire, I have for more than six 
years past been modifying the details, and think that I have much 
improved it. Even in its first form it was always completely suc- 
cessful from the moment of its first performance at my concert 
in the Conservatoire, on November 23rd, 1834. 

The first movement alone was feebly applauded, but this was 
the fault of Girard, who conducted the orchestra, and could not 
succeed in working it up enough in the coda, where the pace ought 
gradually to be doubled. Without this progressive animation the 
end of the Allegro is cold and languid. I suffered simple martyrdom 
in hearing it thus dragged. The Pilgrims’ March was encored. At 
its second performance, and towards the middle of the second part 
—at the place where the convent-bells (suggested by two harp- 
notes doubled by the flutes, oboes, and horns) are heard afresh 
after a brief interruption—at this point the harpist miscounted 
his bars, and lost his place. Girard, instead of setting him right, 
as I have done a dozen times in the same circumstances (the same 
mistake is constantly made), called out, “The last chord,” which 
the orchestra accordingly gave, thus skipping some fifty bars. 
This was a complete slaughter. Fortunately, however, the march 
had been well played the first time, and the public were under no 
misapprehension about the cause of the disaster at the encore. Had 

knelt down publically and kissed the composer’s hand and a few days later 
sent Berlioz the following letter: ‘‘My Dear Friend, — Beethoven is dead, and 
Berlioz alone can revive him. I have heard your divine compositions, so worthy 
of your genius, and beg you to accept, in token of my homage, twenty thousand 
francs, which will be handed to you by the Baron de Rothschild on presentation 
of the enclosed. — Your most affectionate friend, Nicolé Paganini.’’ This 
superb act of generosity enabled Berlioz to write his final and most unorthodox 
symphony, Roméo et Juliette. 
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it happened at first, they would have been sure to attribute the 
cacophony to the composer. Still, since my defeat at the Théatre- 
Italien, I had such mistrust of my own skill as a conductor that 
I allowed Girard to direct my concerts for some time longer; but 
at the fourth performance of Harold he made so serious a mistake 
at the end of the Serenade (where, if one part of the orchestra does’ 
not double its speed, the other part cannot go on, because the 
whole bar of the former corresponds to the half bar of the latter) 
that, seeing at last that here was no hope of his working up the 
end of the Allegro properly, I resolved in future to conduct myself, 
and not allow anyone else to communicate my ideas to the per- 
formers.... 

After the first hearing of this symphony, an article appeared in 
a Paris musical paper which overwhelmed me with invectives, 
beginning in this witty style: “Ha, ha, ha! haro! haro! Harold\” 
On the morning after the appearance of this article I received an 
anonymous letter in which, after a deluge of even coarser insults, 
I was reproached with not being brave enough to blow out my 
brains! 

from Memoirs of Hector Berlioz, 
translated by Rachel and Eleanor 
Holmes (copyright 1932 by Alfred — 
A. Knopf, Inc.) 

William Lincer, solo violist with the New York Philhar- 
monic, studied principally at the Institute of Musical Art 
and at Harvard University. He joined the Philharmonic 
after serving as first violist with The Cleveland Orches- 
tra. From 1935 to 1942 he was the violist of the Gordon 
String Quartet; with this group he appeared in every 
major city of the United States and Canada and received 
the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Award. In 1953 he par- 

_ ticipated in the Casals Festival in Prades, and in the same 
year, rediscovered the long-forgotten Mozart Sinfonia 
Concertante, K. Anh. 104 and was one of the soloists in 
the “premiére” of the work with the Philharmonic in 
1955. Mr. Lincer has appeared many times as soloist with 
the Philharmonic and other orchestras. He plays a rare 
Andreas Amati made in 1570. 

Leonard Bernstein combines the altogether extraordinary 
talents of composer, pianist, conductor and commentator, 
yet it is essentially his imaginative interpretive powers 
and ability to communicate that earn him a unique status 
in the world of music. He is possibly the most far-rang- 
ing among contemporary conductors, and has illumined 
every period and aspect of the orchestral repertory, from 
pre-Bach through the arch-romanticism of Berlioz and 
his century to post-Webern. : 
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This Columbia GUARANTEED HIGH FIDELITY recording is scientifically designed to play with the highest quality of reproduction on the phonograph of your choice, new or old. If you are the | ~ owner of a new stereophonic system, this record will play with even more brilliant true-to-life fidelity. In short, you can purchase this record with no fear of its becoming obsolete in the future. A 
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